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NEW APPROACH DEVELOPMENT FOR SOLUTION
OF CLONING RESULTS DETECTION PROBLEM
IN LOSSY SAVED DIGITAL IMAGE
А.А. Кобозєва, С.М. Григоренко. Розвиток нового підходу до вирішення питання виявлення результатів клонування в
цифровому зображенні, збереженому із втратами. Розглянуто питання виявлення результатів фальсифікації цифрового зображення, здійсненої шляхом клонування  одного з найбільш часто використовуваних програмних інструментів, реалізованого у
всіх сучасних графічних редакторах. Мета: Метою роботи є подальший розвиток підходу до вирішення питання виявлення клонування в умовах збереження клонованого зображення у форматі із втратами, запропонованому авторами раніше. Матеріали і
методи: Запропонований підхід засновано на врахуванні малості зміни об’єму циліндричного тіла з твірною, паралельною осі OZ,
обмеженого зверху графіком інтерполюючої функції для матриці яскравості аналізованого зображення, знизу  площиною XOY, в
процесі стиснення. Результати: Проведено адаптацію запропонованого підходу до умов стиснення клонованого зображення з
довільним коефіцієнтом якості (коефіцієнтом стиснення). Продемонстровано можливість використання запропонованого підходу в
умовах стиснення клонованого зображення відповідно до алгоритмів, що відрізняються від стандарту JPEG: JPEG2000, стиснення з
використанням малорангових апроксимацій матриці (блоків матриці) зображення. Наведено результати обчислювального експерименту. Показано, що розроблений підхід може бути використано для виявлення результатів клонування в цифровому відео в
умовах подальшого після клонування стиснення із втратами.
Ключові слова: цифрове зображення, виявлення клонування, стиснення з втратами, малорангова апроксимація.
A.A. Kobozeva, S.M. Grigorenko. New approach development for solution of cloning results detection problem in lossy saved
digital image. The problem of detection of the digital image falsification results performed by cloning is considered – one of the most often
used program tools implemented in all modern graphic editors. Aim: The aim of the work is further development of approach to the solution
of a cloning detection problem having the cloned image saved in a lossy format, offered by authors earlier. Materials and Methods: Further
development of a new approach to the solution of a problem of cloning results detection in the digital image is presented. Approach is based
on the accounting of small changes of cylindrical body volume with the generatrix, that is parallel to the OZ axis, bounded above by the
interpolating function plot for a matrix of brightness of the analyzed image, and bounded below by the XOY plane, during the compression
process. Results: Adaptation of the offered approach to conditions of the cloned image compression with the arbitrary factor of compression
quality is carried out (compression ratio). The approach solvency in the conditions of the cloned image compression according to the
algorithms different from the JPEG standard is shown: JPEG2000, compression with use of low-rank approximations of the image matrix
(matrix blocks). The results of computational experiment are given. It is shown that the developed approach can be used to detect the results
of cloning in digital video in the conditions of lossy compression after cloning process.
Keywords: digital image, cloning detection, lossy compression, low-rank approximation.

Introduction. One of the program tools implemented in all modern graphic editors (Adobe
Photoshop, Gimp, etc.) which are most often used for falsifications of the digital images (DI) is the
DOI 10.15276/opu.2.49.2016.10
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cloning at which the part of DI called a prototype is copied and moves to another area of the same
image, replacing with itself his original part and forming a clone. The cloning is used in case when an
“undesirable” object is removed from the image, the existing objects are duplicated, their location
changes within the image scene.
Taking into account the modern level of information technologies development, the implemented
capabilities of graphic editors the changes on DI, in particular cloning, can be made so qualitatively
that their detection is the problem needed for the solution of the attraction of the widest mathematical
apparatus, the methods considering various tricks of falsification “authors” for the purposes of
masking of the main results of their work, including, post-processing of DI after cloning executed in it.
In spite of the fact that the problem of detection of cloning results in the conditions of postprocessing, in particular, of lossy DI compression isn’t new [1…4], it is not completely solved. In
particular, efficiency of clone/prototype areas detection needs improvement under conditions of lossу
compression in case when the cloning aims the hiding of an object (objects) using the prototype which
is a part of the DI background area. It is possible to assume that one of the main reasons for this is the
widely known approach for the solution of such problems is based on technology of use of characteristic points of the image [2, 5…7] and is effective in case if objects are cloned.
In [8] authors of the work have offered theoretical bases of new approach to the solution of
results of cloning detection problem in a digital image saved after change in a lossy format. Approach
is based on the considering of a small change of a cylindrical body volume with generatrix during the
compression process. That generatrix is parallel to OZ axis and limited from above by the plot of the
interpolating function g ( x, y) for the image brightness matrix F, from below — by the XOY plane.
Indicator of existence of clone areas of prototype is the proximity of double integrals values from
function g ( x, y) on the corresponding subareas of definition range of the function which is originally
set the initial image.
New approach gives the principle possibility based on it in providing of the effective solution of
viewed problem that is irrespective of performed cloning specifics, used during compression algorithm
and parameters, that has not been fully provided in [8].
The aim of the work is to further develop of proposed in [8] approach to solve the problem of
cloning detection in conditions of lossy saving of the DI.
To accomplish the aims, such problems are solved in this work:
1. Adaptation of the approach offered in [8] to conditions of cloned DI compression with any
quality offered in [8] (compression ratio);
2. Providing (providing check) a solvency of the offered approach in the conditions of compression of cloned DI according to algorithms other than the JPEG standard.
Materials and Methods. Without limiting of verbal proofs collectivity, to simplify the statement, the DI are further considered in gradation of gray which formal representation is one twodimensional matrix. In case of the color image, all following verbal proofs can be carried to each of
color component separately, participating in its formal representation (RGB scheme), or to a brigh tness matrix (YUV scheme).
Let F — nm-DI matrix with elements fij , i  1, n, j  1, m . Let set, as in the [8], Bij  qq F
matrix block, for which at position (1,1) is situated the element f ij . To each such block, according to
[8],
we
will
associate
(n–q+1)(m–q+1)-M(i,j)
matrix,
each
element
(i , j )
mk ,l , k  1, n  q  1, l  1, m  q  1 of it shows the difference of Bij block from Bkl block in such
sense: mk(i,,l j ) 

q

r

t , p 1

tp

, where rtp , t , p  1, q , — elements of matrix R  Bij  Bkl , where the last

equality is understood as element-by-element method.
The approach offered in [8] is essentially not connected with the value of DI compression ratio
after performed cloning. For the blocks Bij and Bkl of clone and the prototype image respectively
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shown, that min M (i , j )  min M ( k ,l ) and reached in corresponding elements, that correspond to the
prototype and clone image. So, if to define (n–q+1)(m–q+1)-G matrix with elements g ij in such
way: gij  min M (i , j ) , then for the blocks Bij and Bkl of clone and the prototype image the elements

gij  gkl , at that in this elements the global minimum of the G is reached practically certain. At this,
the g tp element is called as global minimum of the G, if gtp 

min

1i  n  q 1,1 j  m  q 1

gij . Such conclusion was

made in [8] allowing for additional perturbation actions, that are applied to DI after cloning process.
i.e. lossy saving, cannot be great, because otherwise violation of image perception is possible – artifact
appearance. However, in practice the use of low quality factors (high compression ratios) often doesn’t
lead to appearance of visible artifacts on the compressed image, so such parameters can be essentially
used at unauthorized change of DI for the subsequent masking of these changes. Therefore, to
eliminate the restrictions of the applicability domain of the developed approach its adaptation is nee ded to ensure its viability, regardless of the quality factor used during DI compression.
Considerable compression (with low quality factor) will significantly change all elements of DI
matrix. Here, the option is essentially possible when change of the DI blocks which weren’t coinciding
among themselves by values before compression can lead to the fact that their difference after
compression will be comparable (or even smaller), than for the corresponding blocks of a clone and
prototype image which were originally coinciding on values. However, taking into account the way of
formation of blocks Bij of DI matrix, it is obviously, that in small neighborhood of the corresponding
blocks of a clone/prototype image their difference among themselves will be the smallest. Thus, at any
quality factor used for lossy compression of the cloned image, an indicator of the corresponding
blocks of clone and prototype images Bij and Bkl will be the coincident elements gij  gkl of the G
matrix, in which not only the global, but also local minimum of the G can be reached (in element g tp
the local minimum is reached if in the G matrix such neighborhood U ( gtp ) exist for element g tp , that
for any matrix element gij U ( gtp ), gij  gtp the condition gij  gtp is true). This, as a rule, can be
reached, when the cloning is used to remove an object from DI using prototype image, being the part
of image background. This conclusion provides the possibility of the new approach using at DI
compression with any quality factor.
Illustration for the told is the example given in Fig. 1 where the global minimum of the function
which is an interpolation spline for G matrix elements is reached in the elements of the G corresponding to the DI blocks different from clone/prototype image blocks. At the same time the areas of a clone
and a prototype image correspond to the local minima of the G coinciding by value, resulting in
characteristics of the plot: to existence of comparable
in a form cone-shaped surfaces (the neighborhood of
Z
clone/prototype image blocks), which z-coordinates of 16000
14000
tops have identical values (marked in Fig. 1).
Confirmation of effective recognition of cloning 12000
in DI in conditions of considerable compression using 10000
the approach [8] which has gained further develop- 8000
ment in this work, were results of the computing 6000
experiment were made with an experimental set of 4000
Y
images (ES) which consisted of 300 DI of the NRCS 2000
100
base [9], which is traditional for testing of the X 0
50
100 80
60
40
20
0 0
algorithms working with images.
During the experiment an original DI was Fig. 1. A plot of function, interpolating the G maexposed to cloning and then was saved in JPEG format trix elements, for DI after cloning with the subsewith quality factors QF {25,35,45,55,65,75,85,95} . quent saving using JPEG format with QF = 25
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Compressed DI were analyzed using the advanced approach: for the received G matrix
( q {16,24,32} ) the function plot was built, interpolating its elements, which showed the presence of
characteristic areas corresponding to the elements of the G, where its local minima coinciding on
values were reached. Expert assessment of characteristic properties of the plot has yielded the positive
result for 98.7 % of DI used in experiment: for them the areas of a clone/prototype image corresponding to real have been found. The comparable result (98.1 % of DI) has been received in case when
images after cloning were saved in JPEG2000 format with quality factors
QF {25,35,45,55,65,75,85,95} .
As one more option of DI lossy compression implementation we will consider a way which is not
the accepted standard, but it is often used during the work with images [10]. This way is based on lowrank approximations of a matrix (matrix blocks) of DI and consists in the following.
For nm-matrix F (n ≥ m) of DI its singular decomposition is built [10]:
F  UΣ VT ,

(1)

where U, V — orthogonal matrixes of sizes nm and mm accordingly, which columns are the left and
right singular vectors of F, Σ  diag(1 , 2 ,..., m ) — diagonal matrix of singular numbers, for which
1  2  ...  m  0 . If n ≤ m then singular decomposition of a matrix FT is considered. Decomposim

tion (1) of a matrix F can be presented in the form of external products: F   i ui viT , where
i 1

ui , vi , i  1, m, — columns of matrixes U, V accordingly.
k

Approximation of a matrix F of a rank k  m is called the matrix Fk   i ui viT , that is nearest
i 1

to F (in sense of spectral matrix norm) by matrix of range k [10]. The substitution of F to Fk leads to
image compression is greater, the less k.
Let’s check a solvency of the offered approach of cloning detection in the conditions of compre ssion of the cloned DI using low-rank approximations of a matrix of whole image.
During the computing experiment the DI from ES were exposed to cloning and then compressed
using k-rank approximations with various values of k. As results of the experiment show, the offered
approach remains well-founded up to k  m 10 . We will notice that at k  m 10 there are obvious
artifacts in DI.
The illustration of typical results of testing for the offered approach (detection of characteristic properties of the function that is interpolating G matrix elements) for specific DI is presented in Fig. 2 (results are
yielded for k = 100 and k = 20; for values 20 < k < 149 qualitative picture is similar). It should be noted also
obvious localization of a clone/prototype image areas on the projection of the plot of functions interpolating
G to the XOY plane (Fig. 2, c, e  the respective areas are specified by arrows).
Let’s consider use of low-rank approximations during processing the separate 88-blocks of a
matrix of DI obtained by standard splitting (just as it performed in JPEG and JPEG2000). Such way of
compression will be more preferable before use of low-rank approximation of all matrix in sense of
computing complexity as here the costs of singular decomposition construction of the block won’t
depend on the size of initial DI matrix, and will be a constant concerning the size of input data.
Computing complexity of DI compression process using low-rank approximations of blocks of its
nm-matrix will be defined by blocks quantity equal O(nm) .
Let’s establish how the rank of blocks approximation influences on reliability of perception of
compressed DI, that is quantitatively estimated standardly [4]: using the peak “signal noise” rel ation
PSNR. The computational experiment has been made for this purpose, during which DI from ES were
exposed to compression using k-rank approximations of 88-blocks, where k {1,...,7} then PSNR
value was calculated. Results are given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Results of identification of areas of a clone/prototype in the conditions of the compression cloned DI with
use low-rank approximations of his matrix: a  the part DI (the size of pixels) containing areas of a clone and a
prototype, kept after cloning in a format without loss (TIFF); b  a function plot, interpolating elements of G
matrix in case k = 100; c  projection of G to XOY-plane having k = 100; d  function plot, interpolating
elements of G matrix in case k = 20; e  projection of G to XOY-plane having k = 20
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Fig. 3. Dependence of PSNR value
on the approximation rank k of 88-blocks
of a DI matrix at its compression:
1  average PSNR value of DI of ES;
2  minimum PSNR value;
3  the maximum PSNR value
of all DI of ES

k

As computational experiment shows, already for
k = 3 the average value of PSNR < 40 dB that can be
expressed in appearance of artifacts on DI [11], however even at small value of rank of the used blocks
approximations of DI the subjective ranging can not
reveal any artifacts in compressed DI. The illustration
to told is given in Fig. 4. Taking it into account is
essentially possible the using of approximations of
blocks of any rank k {1,...,7} to mask performed
cloning. It leads to need for ensure (providing check)
operability of the offered approach of cloning detection
in conditions of use for compression of the cloned
image of any rank k {1,...,7} blocks approximations.
When carrying out a computational experiment, it
has been established by subjective estimation that
characteristics of a function plot, that interpolate
elements of G matrix, stated above were present for all
DI, subjected to cloning with the subsequent compression using any rank of approximation blocks: k  1,7 .
Illustration of this is in Fig. 5, where DI was exposed to
compression, presented in Fig. 2, a.
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a
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Fig. 4. Illustration of DI compression result using low-rank approximations of DI matrix blocks:
a  initial DI; b  result of compression using 1-rank approximations of 88-blocks of DI
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Fig. 5. Function plots, approximating the elements of DI matrix G, subjected to cloning with the subsequent
compression having k-range approximations of 88-blocks:
a  k = 1; b  k = 2; c  k = 3; d  k = 4; e  k = 5; f  k = 6

Thus, the offered new approach to detect areas of a clone/prototype in DI in the conditions of
lossy compression of the cloned image is well-founded in case for compression the low-rank
approximations of matrix (matrix blocks) of DI are used.
Conclusions. In work the further development of new approach offered by authors earlier to the
solution of a problem of a cloning/prototype image areas detection in the digital image in the
conditions of his subsequent lossy saving is carried out.
The main object of the analysis is the matrix G which elements reflect the smallest difference of
the corresponding block of the image matrix from any other incoincident with him. It is shown that the
corresponding blocks of a clone/prototype image in matrix G correspond coincide by value its local
minima, which generally can differ from value of a global minimum. The obtained conclusion has
allowed to provide a solvency of the offered approach in conditions of compression of the cloned DI
with any quality factor (compression ratio) when using for compression not only the JPEG standard,
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but also other algorithms other than JPEG, in particular JPEG2000, algorithms based on low -rank
approximations of an image matrix (matrix blocks).
Given the fact that the digital video sequence may be considered as a sequence of DI, there are no
fundamental restrictions on the use of this method to identify a cloning in a digital video under
additional attacks.
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